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I shouldn't have been so quick to state how fast and fabulous I was going to be 

at getting these newsletters out this year. Herein are the July pics.  

I have to admit I didn't manage to get out and about much in July with Saphire 
still being so little, but I did try to make the most of it when I did get out.  

 The light was completely and utterly gone when we found these leos and the 
images were very noisy, so I converted them to sepia.  

These are the three cheeky Mwamba males Derek made reference to in his 

newsletter. When we found them this afternoon in early July they had just 

stolen a kill from the Hollywood Pride female. These same three males 

surrounded our house a few nights later whilst on their patrol, one walked in 

front, one walked behind and the other sat and roared for 15 mins about 1.5ms 
from our bedroom window. Utterly amazing. 



   

   



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

They look quite fierce here, and for a second I thought it was Saphire they were 

interested in (we were very safe in a closed cruiser), but as I looked over my 
shoulder I saw a couple of hyena sniffing hopefully around.  

For all their bark - these young males aren't quite brawny enough to stave off 

the 3 massive back-country males who have been roaming the area, and in fact 

we believe these guys to be Mwamba Pride offspring rather than breeding 
males.  

The back country newcomers marched through the camp at about 6.30am one 

morning and parked off outside one of our honeymoon chalets! The guests had 

just left the camp on their morning drive, but Al called them back as the lions 

walked past her house and the office. They were able to drive up to the chalet 

and have stunning viewing right in camp. I have never seen these males (they 

walked straight past our house as well as I found their tracks, but Saphire and 

I were still sleeping), but apparently they are huge, dark and with proper big 

plains manes like the Kenyan lions (many of our males have scruffy manes 

possibly owing to the type of territory they occupy with all the thorny thickets- 

although those pictured above have small manes owing to their age).  

When animals (usually elephant, lion and leopard) choose to enter the camp 

they do so 'knowing' they are in human territory so to speak and tend to be 

quite peaceful (not counting the occasional hippo who is never peaceful). 

Although of course we always give them the respect a dangerous animal 

deserves and maintain maximum distance. We were so surprised that these 

back-country lions waltzed into camp and were comfortable enough to just curl 



up outside a chalet. We can only surmise that they spent some time here during 

the rains and it is possible they are the fathers of the Mwamba cubs. At this 

point however, it is all guesswork - and these big leos haven't been seen since. 
We'll keep you posted. 

And now for orgasms of impalas - such a beautiful antelope, yet rarely lauded 

owing to the vast numbers we have in the park. My few and fleeting visits out 
and about this month made me turn my attention to the everyday subjects.  

 

 

It was a pity these impala were so far away, but it was lovely to get them 
leaping over the Crowned Crane 



 

 

 

 

 



 

Derek mentioned firefighting in his last newsletter and here you can see an 

area that has been decimated by poachers fires. These fires are so destructive 

taking out habitat and loads of small game. We do our best to protect the area, 
but the back country is vast and the poachers persistent.  

We continue to 'fight' the battle though. We called in an SLCS and ZAWA 

ambush team after hearing shots in early July and they arrested a couple of 

poachers, there are many more but each one we catch is one less on the ground 

destroying the park and its wildlife. 



 

Derek took this pic of eles crossing the river in front of our house at Kaingo. 

 

We have a lagoon approximately one minute from Kaingo, in an area we call 

Leopard Loop owing to the stunning number of leopard sightings we have in the 

area. Derek had decided to drop our mobile hide in on the lagoon as fishing 

parties had been in the area and were due to come and fish out that lagoon at 

some point in the next couple of weeks. Not to mention there is always lovely 
birdlife on that lagoon making it a special place to while away an hour or so.  

He arrived at the lagoon with a team of guys ready to help him put the hide in 

place, only to find the crusty old hippo who has lived there for years had died. 

Not wasting a minute the young Mwamba males had descended on the carcass 

along with the rest of the Mwamba pride. D came back to get me, but by the 

time we arrived they were doing what lions do best - very little and in the 

shade thank you very much. 

We went back that afternoon to see if we could catch some action. the rest of 

the pride had moved on leaving only one of the young males to guard the 
carcass.  



 

We found some of the younger members of the pride in the surrounding trees.  

 

   



 

 

As dusk descended, hyena that had been following the scent started to move in 
to the lagoon. 

 



Not to give up their prize so quickly another of the Mwamba Males came 
bounding in and all the hyena scattered.  

 

Surprisingly, after chasing the hyenas off a couple of times (and very 

successfully, I was surprised at how successful the two lions were against 15 

hyena) the lions decided they were no longer that interested in the muddy 

hippo carcass and left them to it.  

 



A couple of backlit shots out and about..  

 

 

A big male baboon could easily kill a baby puku (and occasionally do for meat) 

making this quite an unlikely pair - although this puku wasn't SO small and this 

baboon wasn't SO big. Still this is quite a sweet pic I took in the Acacia Loop 
Ebony Grove in the beautiful, pink, late afternoon, Luangwa light. 



 

The below pics were taken out at Waterbuck Dambo - a gorgeous lagoon out in 
the back country north of Mwamba 

 

 

I was sitting alongside the lagoon waiting for the hippo to fight when this Great 
White Egret flew overhead - I just managed to catch it.  



 

 

They did eventually have a bit of argy bargy, but nothing to write home about. 



 

I'm always trying to catch these African Jacana fighting in flight - so far 
without success, but here is a reasonable shot of one lilly trotting. 

 

From the hippo hide... this sweet bub was riding around on its Mum's back and 

below a fight - fairly standard form from our cantakerous friends at the hippo 
hide corner. 

 



  

Fish Eagle lagoon is a stunning spot - one of the natural features that makes 

this area of the South Luangwa so special - the below pics were all taken early 

one morning. There was an unusual blue quality to the light - I could have 
changed my white balance to counteract it, but thought it was quite nice. 

 



 

 



 

Far across the other side of the lagoon from us was an extremely 
persistent young Yellow Billed Stork demanding a meal from its parent 

 



 

 

Because I have been so house-bound this month I have included a guest 

photographer in this newsletter. My brother Ben (pictured below) took some 

lovely shots whilst with us. Beware though, he witnessed about 10 kills whilst 
here so there are some gory images. 

  

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



  

  

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  



 

 

  



  

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 I know... he could come and do my job! 

 And a couple more from me to sign off - I couldn't resist inlcuding this very 
ungainly young giraffe - not that she would thank me for it!  



   

 


